Determination of the dependence of competitive results on the procedure of sports selection among Greco-Roman wrestling athletes
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Abstract

Purpose: the problems of sports selection and selection of prospective children in martial arts schools are quite relevant in the sports practice. It was revealed the use of various selection techniques in the practice of martial arts. There is no unified methodological system for selection in martial arts schools. The purpose of the study: to determine the dependence of the dynamics of sports results of elite athletes on the procedure of sports selection (for example, the Greco-Roman wrestling).

Material: elite athletes (n = 114) practicing Greco-Roman wrestling took part in the research. Age of athletes: 25–45 years. Qualification: International masters of sport (n = 8), masters of sport (n = 49), candidates in masters of sport (n = 57). Athletes filled out a diagnostic card with data on the procedure of sports selection. It was indicated the dynamics of competitive results during the sports career. Indicators of performance and stability of athletes were calculated applying the mathematical statistics methods (x̄). The reliability of the results was determined by Student’s t-test.

Results: Data analysis showed that a significant part of athletes did not pass the selection procedure (n = 23). Many athletes passed only a partial selection procedure (n = 39). Some athletes did not pass the selection procedure. These athletes are not inferior in terms of stability to athletes who passed the selection at the 1st and 2nd levels of competitive results. In subsequent competitions, these athletes demonstrated the reliable (P <0.05) advantage in indicators of stability among athletes who passed the selection procedure at the 4th level of competitive results.

Conclusions: It was found the dependence of stability indicators at high levels of competitive results on the selection procedure of athletes. The athletes who passed the selection procedure demonstrate higher stability at high levels of competitive results. It was revealed a significant (P <0.05) advantage in indicators of stability among athletes who passed the partial selection procedure in the 4th level of competitive results.
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Introduction

The process of many years of training in any sport begins with a procedure of candidates’ selection. The selection procedure is aimed at determining the athletic ability and athletic orientation of future athletes. Sports abilities are prerequisites for future sports achievements and the possibility of their progressive development in the sports practice. In increasing the competition in the sport of higher achievements, the demand for identifying talented athletes has increased [1, 2]. The most important factors in determining athletic abilities are the following: genetic advances [3] and features of the psycho-physiological profile of future athletes [4, 5]. Factors of biological maturation [6, 7], the level of adaptive capacity [8, 9] and other characteristics [10, 11] are also considered.

The various test batteries are applied in sports for sports selection. The batteries of special tests are applied in the selection for various types of martial arts [12, 13]. However, it is revealed the lack of specialists’ attention to the theoretical foundations and prognostic validity of selection procedures among young athletes [14].

Scientists emphasize the importance of comprehensive testing conducted in identifying the talents of candidates in selecting to the wrestling schools [15]. However, experts point to the lack of valid (reliable and stable) in the selection tests of various types of martial arts [16]. There is no exact methodologically verified system of sports selection in martial arts. Different specialists have different views on the structure and procedure of selection in martial arts. Volodchenko et al., recommends a number of different functional tests for the martial arts selection procedure [12]. However, the authors do not recommend to use these samples to the athletes’ functional status monitoring. This decreases their significance level.
Osipov et al. point to certain criteria for the young athletes’ selection practicing judo and sambo (high balance and ability to perform judo techniques) [17]. The authors have revealed the increase in the results of young athletes using certain methods of training sambo and judo. It is recommended to increase the sample and age categories of selecting participants in studies devoted to the determination of the genetic characteristics of martial art athletes. This approach is necessary to increase the reliability of the results [3]. Most of the studies on sports selection in martial arts schools contain significant scientific data. However, there is a lack of data on the methodology, stability and other indicators of the reliability of the presented results. Baker determines some inadequate application of modern statistical approaches to predict future athletic performance in talented children selection [18].

Scientifically-based methods of selecting “talented” young men in martial arts schools become important stages in the system of qualified martial arts athletes training. In the practice of sports selection in schools of martial arts are applied tests to assess the level of physical development and motor abilities of athletes [19]. Experts pay considerable attention to the psychophysiological profile and anthropometric data of athletes [20] during the sports selection. There is data that many martial arts athletes in the selection process don’t pass the tests. Also, there is a lack of high-quality motor tests for the selection. The literature presents data that more than half of 425 elite Turkish wrestlers did not pass a qualitative selection procedure [21]. It was found that many coaches do not use objective reliable methods and criteria in the selection process. Experts are guided by their own views on the sport and personal feelings in the selection procedure [22]. The authors determine that coaches do not have a clear understanding of the necessary criteria for high-quality sports selection [1].

Modern scientific studies emphasize the need to assess the effectiveness of competitive activities of martial arts athletes [23]. The data of the competitive results of martial arts athletes and the stability of competitive performances of athletes are applied for the evaluation [24]. The level of athletes’ competitiveness is an important evaluation criterion [25].

The purpose of the study is to determine the dependence of the sports results dynamics of elite athletes – Greco-Roman style wrestlers on the procedure of sports selection. Also, it was conducted a search for reliable data on the applied methods in sports practice for young athletes selection in Greco-Roman wrestling schools.

Materials and methods

Participants: men (n = 114) – elite athletes of Greco-Roman wrestling. Age of athletes: 25–45 years. Sports qualifications: elite athletes with sports titles: candidate in masters of sport (n = 57), masters of sport (n = 49), international masters of sport (n = 8). Athletes represented various schools of Greco-Roman wrestling in different regions of the Russian Federation: Tatarstan, Udmurtia, Perm Territory, Nizhny Novgorod Oblast. The selection criteria of study participants were the following: the prizes at official competitions of a certain level, the sports titles in Greco-Roman wrestling. All participants gave informed consent to participation in the research.

Design of the study: all athletes filled out a diagnostic card in which it was necessary to indicate in detail: A) the procedure and methods of sports selection; B) the level of competition results and results in official competitions for a sports career. It was considered the data of 10 competitive performances of athletes for each level (if there are a sufficient number of performances).

Level of competition results:

№1. Championship of the city, district or youth school.
№2. Competition or the championship of the region, republic, All-Russian tournament.
№3. All-Russian official tournament for the award of the title “Master of Sports of Russian Federation”.
№4. Competition or championship of the Federal District of Russian Federation.
№5. Competition or championship of Russian Federation, the international official tournament for the title of “International Master of sport”.

Athletes had to indicate the highest sports results at each level of competition (not less than 5 and not more than 10 competitive results). Verification of the presented data was carried out using archival materials provided by the Greco-Roman wrestling schools, where athletes were trained.

The analysis of the cards demonstrated that 47 of 114 martial art athletes passed a complete procedure of sports selection. The trainers applied a variety of motor tests during the athletes’ selection. The ability of candidates to perform various combat techniques was also tested. These athletes were included in the group № 1. A number of athletes (n=41) indicated the partial selection procedure passing. The motor tests or attempts to perform combat techniques were applied during the selection procedure. These athletes were included in the group №2. The remaining martial arts athletes (n=26) did not indicate in their cards any procedures and methods of sports selection. These athletes were included in the group №3.

Statistical analysis. The mathematical and statistical processing of the results was performed after the obtained data processing. The calculation of the arithmetic mean value ( x̅ ) allowed to determine the indicators of performance and stability of each athlete. The first indicator showed the average performance of wrestlers in each level of official competitions. The second indicator determined the stability of athletes at competitions. The ratio of performance indicators and stability allowed to determine the quality of the competitive activity of athletes. The magnitude of the deviation of the numerical value of stability from the value of performance indicates the level of competitive stability of athletes.

Processing of the research results was carried out using the statistical program SPSS20. The significance of differences in the results was determined using Student’s
t-test. Mathematical-statistical processing was carried out between $x$ performance and $x$ stability of elite athletes for each level of competitive activity.

**Results**

At the 1st and 2nd stages of competitive activity, there were no significant discrepancies in the results of the athletes. Athletes of all groups showed approximately equal indicators of the ratio of competitive performance and stability. Level 3 revealed significant (P<0.05) differences between the results of athletes. Less high indicators of the ratio of performance and stability of performances were demonstrated by athletes who did not pass the selection procedure. The ratio of these indicators in athletes of 1st and 2nd groups indicates higher stability of competitive performances. It was found a significant (P<0.05) superiority of athletes from group 2 over the rest of athletes at the 4th level. At the 5th (highest) level, athletes of groups 1 and 2 demonstrate a significant (P<0.05) superiority in performance and stability indicators over athletes of group 3. The data of competitive results of all groups of athletes are presented in Table 1.

The level of sports qualification of all groups of athletes is presented in Figure 1.

According to the obtained data, 88 athletes passed the sports selection procedure (full or partial). The majority of athletes (91%) tested for speed-strength abilities. 84% of athletes were tested for indicators of general endurance development. The level of development of coordination abilities was tested in 52% of athletes. Ability to perform the wrestling techniques was assessed in 45% of candidates. The data on certain tests passed by athletes of group № 1 (n=47) and group № 2 (n = 41) are presented in Figure 2.

A – tests for estimation power abilities; B – tests for estimation of speed-power abilities; C – tests for estimation of the general endurance level; D – tests for estimation of coordination abilities and balance of a body;

**Table 1. The ratio of indicators performance and stability of different athletes’ groups**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Athletes (n=114)</th>
<th>Competition level</th>
<th>1 Result/Stability</th>
<th>2 Result/Stability</th>
<th>3 Result/Stability</th>
<th>4 Result/Stability</th>
<th>5 Result/Stability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1 (n=47)</td>
<td>2.13/1.89</td>
<td>3.13/2.49</td>
<td>3.44/2.55</td>
<td>4.17/3.65</td>
<td>5.13/4.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2 (n=41)</td>
<td>2.21/1.85</td>
<td>3.17/2.33</td>
<td>3.65/2.93</td>
<td>5.03/4.61*</td>
<td>5.24/4.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 3 (n=26)</td>
<td>2.14/1.67</td>
<td>3.43/2.56</td>
<td>4.72/3.67*</td>
<td>4.42/3.64</td>
<td>4.65/3.47*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * - P <0.05.

**Fig. 1. Data on sports qualifications of athletes in the studied groups.**

**Fig. 2. Data on the number of athletes passed the test.**
E – tests for estimation the ability to perform wrestling techniques; F – tests for estimation the reaction speed (simple reaction).

The data on the performance of the sports selection norms by athletes from group №1 and №2 (n = 88) were obtained from the archives of sports schools and data cards. In group 1 (n = 47), the tests were successfully carried out: power abilities – 72% of athletes; speed-power abilities – 66%; endurance development – 55%; coordination abilities – 36%; response measurement – 60%; wrestling techniques – 38% of athletes. In group 2 (n = 41), the tests were successfully completed: power abilities – 71% of athletes; speed-power abilities – 61%; endurance development – 51%; coordination abilities – 29%; response measurement – 61%; wrestling technique – 41% of athletes. The group №1 leads according to the total number of athletes who successfully passed the selection procedure. As a percentage, the advantage of athletes of group №2 was revealed in the results of testing the ability to perform wrestling techniques and response measurements. Complete data on the number of athletes who have successfully passed the tests are presented in Figure 3.

**Discussion**

Studies confirm the need for high-quality selection among candidates for martial arts schools. Higher rates of competitive stability are demonstrated by athletes who passed various sports selection procedures. However, this advantage is manifested in the competitive practice of high level: in official national championships or international tournaments. In the competitive practice of levels 1 and 2, no significant discrepancies were found between the indicators of competitive performance and stability among athletes of different groups. The absence of significant ratio s between the selection procedure and the initial competitive results allow the coaches to treat the sports selection procedure quite formally. Experts point to the formal attitude of many coaches to the procedure of sports selection in martial arts [21]. The coaches are not guided by objective criteria in the selection procedure but by their own view of the practice of sports and personal preferences [22]. In our data, the selection procedure in various tests successfully passed from 30 to 70% of athletes. The rest of the athletes were enrolled in Greco-Roman wrestling schools on the subjective decision of the coach. It can be recognized that many sports specialists and coaches do not consider the procedure of sports selection as an objective and mandatory one. Experts determine the significant differences in the coaches’ views on the methodological criteria for the practice of wrestling [26]. Many coaches subjectively determine the criteria for assessing the abilities of young combat athletes. Scientifically based methods are not considered. For example, the selection does not consider the ability of young athletes to ambidexterity (performance of wrestling techniques in the right and left sides). It is accepted that this feature will not affect sports performance at the beginning of competitive activities [27].

It should also discuss the tests applied in the selection process for martial arts schools. Most of the tests allow the evaluation of physical [19], technical [15], physiological [12] and psychological skills of candidates in controlled conditions [14]. In Russian wrestling schools, the testing procedure is the performance of certain standards for the physical and functional fitness of candidates. In the practice of wrestling, special indices are applied to assess the level of motor abilities of athletes. Indices are numerical (ball) values of the results of performing special motor tests that characterize the state of combat athletes [28]. Scientists define this assessment system allows to assess objectively the motor potential and future sports achievements of athletes [15]. The literature presents data on the incompatibility of a number of indicators of elite combat athletes with certain index values. The indicators of the power and flexibility development did not meet the standards of the national team in the multiple world champion in Greco-Roman wrestling [29]. Consequently, the numerical indices of motor abilities do not allow experts to reliably determine the final potential of athletes’ competitive achievements. Qualitative analysis of tests is possible only with the long-term monitoring of sufficient samples of athletes. Most studies consider a small in number (from several tens to several hundred) samples of athletes [30]. To increase the reliability of data, it is necessary to increase the number and age groups of candidates in selecting procedure to the martial arts schools [3].
There are recommendations that suggest considering the level of athletes’ coordination abilities development in the selection procedure to the schools of Greco-Roman wrestling [16]. In our data, high levels of coordination abilities were found on average in 32% of the athletes who passed the selection procedure. The data reflects the position of the majority of Russian coaches to the criteria for the effectiveness of sports selection in martial arts – high rates of power and speed-power abilities. Our data show high rates of development of speed-power and power abilities in 65% of athletes. Researchers point out that power indicators cannot be considered as a completely objective criterion for effective selection in martial arts. The coordination potential of athletes is an important criterion for success in the martial arts [31]. It was revealed that high levels of coordination and body balance have a positive effect on athletes’ competitive results [32]. Specialists in the field of sports selection should pay attention to the indicators of coordination and balance of the body, during the selection to the martial arts schools.

Researchers emphasize the high ratio between the indices of the motor reaction of athletes and the result of competitive matches in Greco-Roman wrestling [23]. Finalists and winners of elite competitions (as a rule) have a higher response time rate than wrestling athletes who lost the tournament [33]. Our data show the presence of high rates of response rate in the selection of an average of 60% of athletes. This criterion is informative for determining the success of competitive activities. At the same time, response rates are not a determining factor for coaches when enrolling candidates in wrestling schools.

Conclusions
1. It was revealed a significant dependence of the ratio of competitive performance indicators and the athletes’ stability of the procedure of sports selection. Higher rates of competitive stability in high-level competitions are shown by athletes who passed the selection procedures.
2. It was found out the discrepancy to certain test criteria in selecting procedure in a significant number of athletes. It was determined the compliance with the selection criteria in motor tests in 30-70% of combat athletes. Significant competitive results were found in athletes who showed different test results. Some criteria and tests do not allow to evaluate completely the competitive potential of athletes during the sports selection.
3. It was revealed that many coaches in the selection procedure did not pay enough attention to the indicators of the body balance and coordination abilities development of candidates. According to experts, a high level of coordination and body balance development contributes to the growth of competitive results.

Restrictions
The results of the study have some restrictions. The analysis of the presented data was made considering the athletes’ subjective data to the procedure and methods of sports selection. We tried to confirm the data of athletes with archival materials from the Greco-Roman wrestling schools, but this was not possible in all cases.
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